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SEE THE CIRCULAR 230 DISCLAIMERS APPENDED TO  
THE CONCLUSION OF THIS WASHINGTON REPORT. 

This bulletin lays out the legislative risks and opportunities pertaining to the 
AALU Annual Meeting in Washington, DC from April 25-28. The political and 
economic climate has brought us to a crossroads where current and future legislative 
issues converge regarding life insurance products, their use in advanced life insurance 
planning, and rules governing producers and their work with customers. The 
immediate and long-term stakes are particularly high as hundreds of AALU members 
engage in Capitol Hill meetings on April 27 to communicate on specific key issues 
such as estate tax reform and regulatory reform, and more generally on the 
contributions of life insurance products and producers to 75 million American 
families, thousands of businesses, and millions of employees.   

 
Dramatic Budgetary Problems & Vital Need to Convey Importance of Life Insurance 
 
The political context in Washington, DC has been dominated by the health care reform debate and 

reverberations will continue to impact the remainder of the 2010 legislative agenda and mid-term elections.  
While the dust is still settling from the health care reform battle, longer-term dynamics are coming into 
stark clarity:  

 
• Budget politics which combine revenue considerations, economic impact and political 

engagement, are increasingly shaping the agenda.  
 
• For fiscal year 2011, the projected federal budget deficit is $1.5 trillion.  This is equivalent to 

nearly 11% of the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP)—the highest percentage since World 
War II.  

http://www.aalu.org/
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• Over the next decade, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that annual federal budget 
deficits will average approximately $1 trillion. 

 
• The problem becomes more acute with the increasing projected growth of federal entitlement 

spending (based on Congressional Budget Office data) as a percentage of the GDP from 10% in 
2009 to 15% in 2030.   
 

• To put the situation in historic context, it is our understanding that over the course of the past 
forty years, total federal revenue from all sources (including individual, corporate, payroll, 
excise taxes) averaged just over 18% of the GDP.  

 
In the short-run, the impact of budget politics will probably be muted, because neither political 

party wants to take any action that could hurt the economy or increase unemployment and Congress rarely 
addresses matters that entail pain for their constituents until absolutely necessary.  However, the magnitude 
of the deficit problem means that the window of deferral is narrowing substantially. 

 
Because Congress will be faced with increasingly difficult decisions in 2011 and beyond, it is vital 

that legislators know just how much life insurance products, the life insurance industry and life insurance 
producers do for America’s families, businesses, employees and the broader economy. It is a powerful and 
important opportunity for hundreds of top producers to use the 2010 AALU Annual Meting to convey this 
story in the context of particular constituents. 

 
Key Issues in 2010 Legislative Session 
 
Regulatory Reform Legislation: As we have reported, there is a very significant chance that 

Congress will enact financial services regulatory reform legislation in 2010. By the time of the 2010 
AALU Annual Meeting, the Senate will either be in the process of completing its bill, or the House and 
Senate will have begun to reconcile different versions of the legislation. Either way, AALU member 
meetings with legislators will impact the outcome. As you know, at stake is whether a study is done to 
determine the appropriate regulation of broker-dealers versus investment advisors—or whether or how 
Congress decides to address those rules or empower the SEC to do so now. There are very substantial 
pitfalls for customers and the ability of life insurance producers to provide service to them if Congress 
were to make or authorize the SEC to make major changes regarding duties, disclosure, examination, and 
the regulatory oversight structure before a study is done to identify whether there are current gaps in 
customer protection and how such gaps might be addressed. Capitol Hill visits by AALU members during 
the 2010 Annual Meeting could not be better timed to help legislators understand the vital services to 
customers which could be impaired.  

 
Estate Tax Reform Legislation: Appropriate for this time of year, in the parlance of college 

basketball’s March Madness, whether estate tax legislation is enacted in 2010 is “on the bubble.”  The kind 
of budgetary dynamics discussed at the beginning of this report strongly reinforce AALU’s long-term 
advocacy for permanent reform that is fiscally sustainable and will enable Americans to plan with 
certainty. While some are pressing for more costly reform and current budgetary figures argue for less 
costly reform, it is AALU’s view that an appropriate sustainable compromise is a $3.5 million exemption, 
45% top rate, reunification, indexing and portability. This will bring certainty and maximize tools and 
options for effective estate planning.   
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Use of Life Insurance in Financing Employee Benefits:
 
Another opportunity for AALU members to make a difference in Capitol Hill meetings during the 

AALU Annual Meeting is to help legislators understand the important contributions that corporate owned 
life insurance makes in financing employee benefits. If we fail to dispel myths and prejudices perpetuated 
by high profile attention to corporate governance and executive compensation, we will put corporate 
owned life insurance and the benefits it provides for businesses and employees at risk.  

 
Conclusion
 
Sobering figures on federal deficits dramatically increase the risks, benefits and need for AALU 

members to increase levels of political involvement. One key specific method is immediately at hand to 
impact current issues and reduce future risk is participation in AALU’s Capitol Hill day on April 27 during 
the 2010 AALU Annual Meeting.  

 
 

Click here to register to attend the 2010 AALU Annual Meeting
 

 
In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS which may apply to the Washington Report as 

distributed or as re-circulated by our members, please be advised of the following: 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND IT CANNOT 
BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE PURPOSES OF AVOIDING ANY PENALTY THAT MAY BE 

IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to be a “marketed opinion” within the meaning 
of the IRS guidance, then, as required by the IRS, please be further advised of the following: 

 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE PROMOTIONS OR 
MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE WRITTEN 
ADVICE, AND, BASED ON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU SHOULD SEEK 

ADVICE FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR. 
 

 

                                                                             
The mission of AALU is to promote, preserve and protect advanced life insurance planning  

for the benefit of our members, their clients, the industry and the general public. 
 

For more information about how AALU’s advocacy efforts help protect your business and the 
advanced life insurance marketplace, visit our website at www.aalu.org, or  

call toll free 1-(888)-275-0092. 

https://www.aalu.org/i4a/forms/form.cfm?id=248
http://www.aalu.org/
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